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Next® Enterprise
Archive
Goodbye to paper documents, Office documents
on PCs, PDFs on file servers — and inside your
business systems. And to business emails tucked
away in personal inboxes.
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How you handle documents in your
company matters
If you take a closer look at your well-run business, do you then find paper documents laying
around? WordTM and ExcelTM files on laptops? Or in cloud drives? PDFs on fileservers or inside
your business systems?
If the answer is yes, despite even the best
IT systems, you may face the challenges
from working with information islands.
Lacking the complete overview
With documents, related to customers,
suppliers, and employees, scattered all over
you have an impossible task to create an up
to date overview.
Wasting time
When information you need is not instantly
available, either you, or your colleagues,
waste valuable time getting it.

Depending on individuals
With documents tucked away on PCs
and in personal inboxes, you become way
too dependent on individuals. When any
specialist is on vacation, others have a hard
time filling in.

Difficult to automate
Everyone is looking to automate their
business processes. Digitizing old habits, by
pushing around emails, is not automation.
Moving the chaos into a cloud folder, isn’t
either.

Missing flexibility and scalability
If you need remote teams to help out.
Or to merge two existing offices into one.
Or simply need your staff to work from
home. Having documents all over, won’t do
you any good.

Weak security
Every storage option comes with its own
security issues. The more options, the more
risks. Are you completely confident having
all major contracts stored on everyone’s
laptop? In Dropbox?

Not compliant with GDPR
GDPR requires you to keep all documents
with personal information secure. And only
allow access for those with a documented
need. And to get rid of all documents in
due time. This is virtually impossible, with
documents flying around.

75% of organizations report* that process
automation is a must in their business model.

Hard to modernize your IT
The cloud brings us a world of new
opportunities. However, replacing systems
becomes complex if they contain historical
documents you rely on. And risky - when
any of the new vendors go out of business.

(*) according to AIIM research

With paper documents in binders, pdfs on servers,
office documents on cloud drives, and emails
tucked away in inboxes, it is not going to happen.
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Handle the documents in your
company the Next® way
Eliminate your information islands and pave the way for efficient, secure, and futureproof
collaboration. Implement an enterprise archive. One step at a time.
Get everyone on the same page. From
anywhere. And anytime.
Imagine all your company’s documents
accessible from everywhere and anytime.To
people on the next floor, down the road, or
across the globe. And to you when you are
on the go. Use a browser or a smartphone
to access your documents securely.
Find anything you need, fast
Find whatever you’re looking for, in the
archive structure. Or using blazingly fast
‘GoogleTM-like’ searches. Or with a single
click from within any of your business
systems. Even with millions of documents,
you get the right one in the blink of an eye.

Keep your vital knowledge safe
All documents are well-protected.
Only authorized HR staff can access an
employee’s documents. And the automatic
audit log tells: who did what and when.
Much more secure than any paper archive
or file server have ever been.
Secure your GDPR compliance easier
Complete GDPR compliance is never easy.
With every document under control in
Next®, it does come easier. You define
capture, access, and retention policies. And
have the logs for evidence.

Get ready for automation
Once you are ‘all digital’, you can tap into
real automation:
Capture, classify, and index your
documents according to rules. Process,
share, and distribute documents
automatically. And automate any admin
process in your business.
How to get there?
It may sound overwhelming, but actually
it’s easy. If you take it one step at a time.

One step at a time:
#1: Challenge everyone who still sends you
paper documents.
#2: What you then get digitally - as EDI,
XML, or PDF - you store in Next®. Classified,
structured, and secure.
#3: Use a scanner, a copier, or your mobile
phone to digitize whatever paper documents
you have left. Scan everything into Next®
together with the metadata you need to
find it again.

#4: Make sure that your business-critical
Office documents are stored centrally. Even
those you share in Teams, SharePoint, or on
your intranet. The original belongs in Next®
– with an automatic copy in PDF.

#5 Collect the documents created by all
your business systems. Let Next® capture
them automatically. And free the systems
from the burden of keeping track of your
history forever.

#6 Get all your business relevant emails
out of you inboxes. An enterprise archive is
the only way to make your emails shared,
secure, and completely future proof.
That’s it. You are now all-digital.

Easy access from
anywhere. Any time.
Get everyone on the same page. From the head office,
any of your remote locations, and even from home.
Around the clock.

Next® was surprisingly easy to learn.
New users keep telling me the same story.

— Kimmie Jacobsen
Controller Kemp & Lauritzen

An enterprise archive
futureproofs your IT
landscape. No more
information islands.

Having Next® Enterprise Archive in place, made the
transition from our legacy insurance systems to Sapiens
IDIT faster, easier, and less risky.

— Jacob Tovborg-Jensen
CIO at LB Insurance

High volume capture

More for you to like

Documents in volumes - from your business systems, mail servers, and production scanners
– are captured at an impressive speed of 4.6 million documents per hour running on a
mediocre Windows server. Next® will never be the bottleneck.

Automatic notifications
Set alarms for important deadlines, watch for document updates,
and schedule review processes. You define what and when. Next®
makes sure it happens.

Automatic version control
Next® automatically keeps track of all your changes. And lets you
view any previous version of each document. If you are in a larger
team, you’ll appreciate the ability to check out a document before
editing.

Predefined workflows
Next® comes with a set of predefined workflows for review and
collaboration. Next® talks BPMN (Business Process Model and
Notation) - the industry standard for describing business processes.
BPMN allows us to add new workflows that suits your business,
organization, and compliance policies.

Policy based expiration for GDPR compliance
Setup your own expiration policies and apply them to the relevant
document types. Then Next® takes care of the cleanup for you.
Keep your life insurance documents for 50 years, your tax related
documents for 5, and get rid of documents related to individuals as
soon as the legit purpose no longer exists.

1 click to share
To share one or more documents with people inside or outside your
organization, only takes a click or two. When you immediately can
email a copy of the unpaid invoice, it settles the matter here and
now. And collaborating in Teams is so much easier when you can
access documents in Next®.

Designed for integration
Next® is easy to use on its own. And even easier, when its integrated
in your business systems. One-click access from TIA, SAP, Sapiens,
Salesforce, M3, IPTOR DC1, Business Central, ASPECT4, NAV, AX,
Dynamics 365 or any other modern business application. Next®’s
restful APIs makes this part really easy.

Multiple formats
Nobody in their right mind would rely on Word™ or Outlook™
formats for archiving. Next® can keep multiple formats of the same
document. And if needed, even generate OCR or PDF/A versions
automatically.

Unlimited scalability
Next® is designed for high-volume processing. It captures documents
at the speed of light – millions of documents per hour. And serves
users by the thousands. Our biggest customers archive billions of
documents. And still search with sub-second response-times.

Guided self service
When you add documents yourself - using drag and drop, or the dedicated add-ins to Word,
Excel and Outlook™ - you don’t need to remember customer numbers or project ids. Next®
guides you and lets you search and validate against live date in your business systems.

Lightning fast search
You find documents in Next® using traditional folder structures, personalized search
forms, and Google™-like full-text searches. Or any combination of the three. No matter
what, Next® locates your documents in the blink of an eye.

Policy based permission
Next® lets in the right people — and keeps out the rest. You set up your own permission
policies using document types, user groups, and metadata. While sales invoices may
be available to most, payroll documents are for sure HR staff only. And forget about
circumventing the defined permissions. Security is built in, and there are no back doors.

Bulletproof audit log
All actions in Next® are logged down to the millisecond. Now your auditors can easily
verify compliance. Everyone can see who made the current version of a document. And
you can even log, who access and view sensitive documents.

Good to know. For some
Ready-to-Go
Next® Enterprise Archive is a standard
product working right out of the box.
Implementation is based on best practice
developed together with professionals over
decades. No unpleasant surprises. We call it
‘Ready-to-go’.

next® digital workplace

Standard. Yet extensible
Next® is based on a flexible architecture
that allows you to tailor it to meet your
needs. And allows us to extend it without
complicating future software updates.

In the cloud or on prem
Next® in the Cloud is based on Microsoft
Azure. You may choose to run Next® by
yourself - in a cloud of your choice or on
premise.
Always up to date
Outdated software is inefficient and
dangerous. You don’t get what you pay
for. And you put your company at risk. No
matter if you run Next® in the cloud or by
yourself, we offer to keep your Next® up to
date, with no hassle for you.

Enterprise apps to help you go all digital.
Manage your documents and processes
efficiently. From anywhere.

We make companies more efficient and peoples’ lives at work easier.
We replace processes that involve paper, pdf’s, spreadsheets, and emails, with easy-to-use software.
Our Next® Digital Workplace helps you go all digital.
We have served customers all over the world since 1986, through a network of certified partners and own
offices throughout Europe.

